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UNITED STATES 
MILLARD H. TONCRAY, OF DETROIT, MICHIGAN, ASSIGNOB. To Hudson Moroe CAR 

COMPANY, OF DETROIT, MICHIGAN, A CORPORATION or ICHIGAN. . . 
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enamel or other finish. - 
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DOOR ASSEMBLY. 

Application filed April 10, 1926. Serial No. 101,079. 
This invention relates to doors for closed 

automobile bodies and has among its general 
objects to provide a door of attractive appear 
ance and having the requisite strength and 
rigidity, which door, with the exception of 
the window glass, trim, and other accessory 
parts, is composed entirely of metal, which 
can be quickly and inexpensively con 
structed by the assembly of sheet metal 
stampings themselves simple and inexpensive 
of production by standard methods, and 
which can be readily provided with a baked 
Other and more particular objects of the 

invention, together with means whereby the 
latter may be carried into effect, will best be 
understood from the following description of 
a preferred embodiment thereof illustrated 
in the accompanying drawings. It will be 
understood, however, that the particular con 
struction shown and described has been 
chosen for illustrative purposes merely, and 
that the invention, as defined by the claims 
hereunto appended, may be otherwise em 
bodied without departure from the spirit and 
Scope thereof. . . . 
In said drawings: ..." 
Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the main 

door assembly in the condition in which it is 
30 

spectively, Fig.1. 
35 

40 

enameled or otherwise finished. . . 
Figs. 2 and 3 are enlarged sections taken 

substantially on...the lines 2-2 and 3-3 re 

the upper corners of the door. 
Fig. 5 is a further enlarged section 

substantially on the line 5-5, Fig. 1. 
Fig. 6 is a perspective view, partly 

away, of the substantially completed door. . . 
Figs. 7, 8, 9 and 10 are enlarged sections 

taken substantially on the lines 7-7, 8-8, 

taken 

Fig.11 is a detail sectional view taken sub-composed of - - 
tions channel-shaped in cross section to re stantially on the line 11-11, Fig. 10. 

Fig. 12 is a fragmentary perspective view 
illustrating the boxed construction at the 
bottom of the door. . . 

Fig. 13 is a detail section on the line 13-18, and w 
; , ably spot-welded at their upper ends to the Referring to Figs. 1 to 5 and 12, the door 

- assembly therein shown comprises two up 
rights 20 and 21 carrying window guides 22, 

's 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged fragmentary perspec 
tive view showing the construction at one of '' . . . . . . 

wardly, the upper leg of the channel being 
formed with an upstanding g 32 de 
signed to overlap the header of the 

broken ing (not shown) and the ends of the web 

a. header 23, a bottom reinforcin cross mem 
ber 24, an outside panel 25, and a combined 
regulator board and inside panel 26. The 

55 

upright 20 constitutes the door hinge R and carries one of the elements...Qf a by which the door is connected with hinge pillar, not shown. The hingsorhinges 
in e. 

t ebody 
60 may be of any type or construction, but as shown in Figs. 5 and 9 the door hinge pillar 

20 has secured thereto, as by bolts 27, one 
section 28 of a hinge of the type more fully 
disclosed in a prior application filed Novem 
ber 30, 1925, Serial No. 72,219, together with. 
a cover 29 for the hinge. The upright 2 s. 
stitutes the door latch pillar which is loc 
at the free edge of the door. The pillars 20 
and 21 comprise sheet metal stampings and 
are preferably of the open cross-section 

70 

shown, having web portions disposed trans 
versely of the door and determining its thick 
ness and inner, and outer flanges disposed 
parallel with the inner. and outer faces of 
the door respectively, the outer flange 30 of 
the latch pillar21 being turned outwirdly or 

of the door to engage the 
outer face of the body latch pillar or door 
jamb (not shown). The lower portions of 
away from the body 

the inner flanges of the pillars 20 and 21 are preferably formed with integral offset lips 31 
inafter explained, The header 23, which con nects the pillars.20 and 21 at the top, also preferably comprises a sheet metal stamping 
of channel cross-section disposed with the 
webyertical and the channel opening out 

being formed with forwardly turned ears 33 
oor open 

75 

80 

(separticularly Fig. 10) for a purpose here 
85 

90 

which, in the assembled door, are spot-welded 
to the pillars 20 and 21, as most clearly shown 9- 9 and 10-10, respectively, Fig. 6. . . . . in Fig. 4. The window guides 22 are also 
composed of sheet metal and comprise por 

95 

ceive the window runs, and flanges 34 se 
cured, as by rivets 35, to the outwardly turned. 
S. 19 of the inner flanges of the pillars 20 ag ni 21. The window guides 22 are prefer 
header 23, as indicated in Fig. 4, and may be 
further braced below their upper ends by 
brackets 36 connecting them with the webs of 
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the pillars 20 and 21, as shown in Fig. 5. 

5 

0. 

The inside bottom reinforcing member 24 
(see particularly Figs. 2 and 12) comprises a 
sheet metal member of angular cross section 
having a vertical leg and an upper horizontal 
leg, the vertical leg being preferably of con 
siderably greater length than the horizontal 
leg. The horizontal leg of the cross member 
24 is formed at its free edge with an up 
standing flange 37 and at its ends with up 
standing ears 38, while the vertical leg is 
formed at its ends with outwardly turned 
flanges 39. The outside panel 25, which con 

20 

nects the pillars 20 and 21 at the outer side 
of the door, comprises a sheet metal stamp 
ing of the desired form and outline of the ex 
terior of the door and is formed in its upper 
portion with a window opening 40, the edges 
of which are turned inwardly, as shown at 
41. At its upper edge the outside panel 25 is 
crimped over the flange 32 of the header 23 as 
shown at 42 (see particularly Fig. 3). One 
of the vertical edges of the panel 25 is simi 
larly crimped over the flange 30 of the door 
latch pillar 21 as shown at 43 (see particu 
larly. Fig. 5), while the opposite vertical edge 
44 is turned inwardly and riveted or spot 
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welded to the web of the door hinge pillar 20. 
The combined regulator board and inside 
panel 26, which connects the pillars 20 and 21 
at the inner side of the door below the window 
opening 40, is also composed of sheet metal 
and is formed with a substantially central 
opening 45 surrounded by an inturned stiffen 
ing flange 46 and at opposite sides of said 
opening with surfaces 47 for the attachment 
of the window operating mechanism, said 
surfaces being symmetrically arranged so 
that the same panel can be used interchange 
ably for doors at either the right or the left 
side of the body. At its lower end the inside 
panel 26 is turned outwardly (or toward the 
outer side of the door) as shown at 48 (see particularly Figs. 2 and 12), thence, down 
wardly as shown at 49, thence again outward 
ly as shown at 50, and finally again down 
wardly as shown at 51 to form a bottom flan E 
to overlap the threshold (not shown). The 
vertical edges of the inside panel 26 are se 
cured by rivets 52 to the inner flanges of the 
door pillars 20 and 21, said panel and flanges 
being provided at the time of their formation 
with die-located holes to receive said rivets 
and thereby relatively position the 
The lower edge of the vertical leg of the 
member 24 is secured, as by rivets 53, to the 
downwardly turned portion 49 of the inside 
panel 26, while the flange 37 is likewise set 
cured, as by rivets 54, to the outerface of said panel at an elevation considerably above the 
outwardly turned portion 48 of the latter, 

. The ears 38 and flanges 39 of the member 24 
are secured, as by rivets 55 and 60 respec 
tively, to the webs of the door pillars 20 and - un a ' O 8 as 
21. The riveted joints between the member" suitable fabric, is then applied to the inner 

bottom flange 51 of the inside 

parts. 

W. Ya 
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24 on the one hand and the inside panel and 
door pillars on the other may, if desired, be 
reinforced by spot-welding. The lower edge 
of the outside panel 25 is crimped over the 

panel 26 as 
shown at 61. Secured, as by rivets 62, to the 
top horizontal leg of the reinforcing cross 
member 24 is a holder 63 for a rubber or other 
window bumper 64 (Fig. R to engage the 
lower edge of the window glass, hereinafter 
referred to, when the latter is lowered. 
The parts above referred to (with the ex 

ception of the window bumper' 64) are 
assembled with one another in a suitable jig 
or otherwise and are secured together in the 
manner described. By reason of the pre 
located holes for the rivets 52, the parts 
can be relatively positioned with great accu 
racy and properly squared with one another 
whether a jig or form be employed or not. 
The reinforcing cross member 24, in con 
junction with the lower portion of the inside 
panel 26, the outwardly turned portion 48 of 
the latter, and the pillars 20 and 21, forms, 
at the bottom of the door, a transversely ex 
tending, completely boxed stiffening section 
or hollow box girder member which provides 
a rigid connection between the pillars inde 
pendently of the outside panel. This feature 
of the construction is of great importance 
and advantage since it gives to this portion of 
the door the rigidity required to stiffen the 
whole structure, permits the use of pillars of 
open cross section which can be readily pro 
duced by simple stamping operations, pre 
vents warping and weaving of the door, and 
insures the retention by the latter of its pre 
determined shape and its accurate fit in the 
door opening. 
The parts of the assembly thus produced 

are all of metal and may be enameled and 
baked or otherwise finished without danger 
of injury thereto. 
Thereafter (see Figs. 6 to 12) the window glass, trim, and accessory parts are applied 

to the assembly above described. The win dow regulating mechanism, which may be 
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of any approved type and which is generally . 
indicated at 65 in Fig. 6, and the door latch or 
lock (hereinafter further referred to) are 
secured to the appropriate end of the inside 
panel 26, the window bumper64 is applied to 
its holder 63, and felt or rubber runs 66 are 
applied to the window guides 22. The win 
dow glass 67, with the usual channel 68 at its 
lower edge, is then dropped into the window 
runs and guides from the top and its channel 

115 

68 engaged with the arm of the operating . 
mechanism 65, this insertion of the glass from the top being permitted by the location of 1: 
the header 23 outwardly of the plane of the 
guides, as shown most clearly in Fig. 4. A 
door trim panel 69, which may comprise a 
sheet of veneer or fibre board covered with 

180 
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face of the inside FE 26, the o posite ver tical edges thereof being inserted under and 
held in place by the lips 31 on the inner flanges 
of the pillars 20 and 21. A belt trim mold 

10 
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ing 70 is then secured by screws 72 to the 
upper edge of the inside panel 26, said mold ing having an integral offset lip. 71 over 
lapping the upper edge of the trim panel 69 
and holding the latter in place at the top. 
The screws or certain of them, may also, if 
desired be employed for the purpose of se 
curing in place a pull-to handle 86. The belt 
trim molding 70 is preferably provided with 
a cushioning strip 73 engaging the inner face 
of the window glass 67, while a similar out side cushioning strip 74 is preferably se 
cured to a flange 75 at the lower side of the 
inturned rim 41 of the window opening 40 
in the outside panel 25. The lower. edge of 
the trim panel 69 is held in place by a mold 
ing 76 secured by screws77 to the inside panel 
26 adjacent the outwardly turned portion 48 
of the latter, said molding carrying a rubber 
seal 78 to engage the top of the threshold. 
After the insertion of the window glass 67, 
the top of the door is closed and finished by 
a trim header 79 (see particularly Fig. 8). 
secured by Screws 80 to the upper leg of the 
header channel 23. The trim header 79.is 
preferably composed of sheet metal of the 
angular form shown and includes an up 
wardly turned bottom flange 81 to which is 
secured, as by screws 82, a holder 83 for a 
rubber window header 84 to engage the upper 
edge of the glass 67. If desired, additional 
screws 80 may be employed to secure the 
ends of the trim header 79 to ears formed. 

... at the upper ends of the inner flanges of the 
pillars 20 and 21. . . . . ... 3..., 

40. 

50 

The door latch may be of any approyed 
E. including a latch bolt 85 projecting 
through an opening in the web of the late 
pillar21 and operable from the outer and 
inner sides of the door respectively 
able outside and inside handles (not 

suit 
- - own) 

through mechanism (not shown in detail) 
held by a casing 88 secured to the latch pillar 
21 and inside panel 26 by screws 89 and 90 
respectively, said casing carrying clinch nuts 
87 for the attachment of the escutcheon plate for the inside handle. A key operatedlock. 

s is preferably provided for locking the latch 

5 s 

60 

bolt from the outside, said lock comprising 
a barrel 91 held between the outside panel 25 

handle. . . . . . . . 

The door is also preferably provided with 
bumpers, 94 to engage the doorjamb, which 
bumpers may be of the type disclosed and 
claimed in application Serial No. 100,586. 
filed April 8, 1926, and comprising rubber 
blocks adjustably secured within the latch 

the latter at the 
flange thereof. 

Having thus 
claim: 

1. A sheet metal door for automobile 

junction of the web and inner 

bodies including a pair of upright pillars 
and a hollow sheet-metal box girder member 

described my invention, I 

3 

70 

forming a rigid connection between said pil 
lars adjacent the bottom. 

2. A sheet metal door for automobile 75 
bodies including a pair. of upright pillars 

connection between said pillars adjacent the 
bottom. 

3. A sheet metal door for automobile 
bodies including a pair of upright pillars, 
a panel connecting said pillars, and a sheet 
metal member secured to said pillars and 
panel and forming therewith a boxed stif 
fening section adjacent the bottom of the 
door. 

4. A sheet metal door for automobile 
bodies, including a pair of upright pillars, 
an outside panel connecting said pillars at 
the outer side of the door, ari inside panel 

of open cross-section and a hollow sheet 
metal box girder member, forming a rigid 

80 
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connecting said pillars at the inner side of . 
the door, and a reinforcing member secured 
to said pillars and inside panel and forming 
therewith, and independently of said outside 
panel, a boxed stiffening section adjacent the 
bottom of the door. . . 

5. A door for automobile bodies, includ 
ing a pair of upright metal pillars, an out 
side panel connecting said pillars at the outer. 
side of the door, a sheet metal inside panel 
connecting said pillars at the inner side of 
the door, and a sheet metal reinforcing mem 
ber secured to said pillars and inside panel. 
and forming therewith a boxed stiffening sec 
tion adjacent the bottom of the door. 6. Adoor for automobile bodies, including 
a pair of upright metal pillars, an outside panel connecting said pillars at the outer side 
of the door, a sheet metal inside panel con necting said pillars at the inner side of the 
door, a trim panel overlying said inside metal 
panel, and a sheet metal reinforcing mem: 
ber sécured to said pillars and inside panel 
and forming there with y 
of said outside panel and trim panel, a boxed 
stiffening section adjacent the bottom of the 
door. . . . . . . . . . 

7. A sheet metal door for closed automobile 
and an inside plate 92 spot-welded thereto bodies including a pair of upright pillars, 
and carrying clinch nuts 93 for the attach 
ment of the escutcheon plate for the outside 

aheader connecting said pillas at the top, an 
outside panel connecting said pillars at the 
outer side of the door and having a windoW opening, an inside panel connecting said pil. 
lars at the inner of the door below said 
window opening, and a reinforcing member 
secured to said pillars and inside panel and 
forming therewith and independently of said 
putside panela boxed stiffening section ad 

pillar 21 and projecting through openings in jacent the bottom of the door. 
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8. A door for automobile bodies, including 
a pair of upright metal pillars, a sheet meti 
panel connecting said pillars, and a sheet 
metal member secured to said panel, at least 
One of Said last named parts being of angular 
cross-section to form with the other a hollow 
box girder member connecting said pillars 
adjacent the bottom of the door. 

9. A sheet metal door for closed automo 
bile bodies including a pair of upright pil 
lars, a header connecting said pillars at the 
top, an outside panel connecting said pillars 
at the outer side of the door and having a 
window opening, an inside panel connecting 
said pillai's at the inner side of the door be 
low said window opening, and having a bot 
tom flange to engage the threshold, the lower 
edge of said outside panel being crimped 
over said flange, and a member secured to 
said inside panel, at least one of said last 
named parts being of angular cross-section 
to form with the other a hollow box girder 
member connecting said pillars adjacent the 
bottom of the door. 

10. A sheet metal door. for automobile 
bodies including a pair of upright pillars, an 
outside panel connecting Said pillars at the 
outer side of the door, an inside panel con 
necting said pillars at the inner side of the 
door, said inside panel having at its lower 
end a portion turned outwardly, thence 
downwardly, and thence again outwardly 
and connected with said outside panel, and a 
box member of angular cross-section having 
a relatively long vertical ES secured at its 
lower end to said downwardly turned por 
tion of said inside panel and a relatively short 

40 
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horizontal leg secured to said inside panel 
above the lower end portion thereof, the ends 
of said legs being secured to said pillars. 

11. A sheet metal door for closed automo 
bile bodies including a pair of upright pil 
lars having webs disposed transversely of 
the door, and a header connecting said pil 

5 lars at the top, said header comprising a 
channel member disposed with its web verti 
cal, said header web having end portions se 
cured to the webs of said pillars. . . . . . 

12. A sheet metal door for closed automo 
bile bodies including a pair of upright pil 
lars having webs disposed transversely of 
the door and inner flanges with outwardly 
turned edges, a header connecting said pil 
lars at the top, said header comprising a 
channel member disposed with its web ver 
tical, said header web having endportions. 
secured to the web of said pillars, and win 
dow guides of channel cross section secured 
at their upper ends to the web of said header and having flanges secured to the turned 
edges of said pillar flanges. 

13. A sheet metal door for closed automo 
bile bodies including a pair of upright pil 
lars, a hollow sheet metal box girder member 
forming a rigid connection between said pil 

said glass. 
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lars adjacent the bottom, and a window 
bumper carried by the top of said member. 

14. In a door for closed automobile bodies, 
a pair of upright pillars, window guides 
carried by said pillars, a window glass in said 
guides, a door header permanently connect 
ing said pillars at the top and located out 
wardly of the plane of said guides and glass. 
to permit the latter to be inserted into and 
removed from said guides at the top, and a 
trim header detachably secured to said door. 
header and normally closing the upper ends 
of said guides. 

15. In a door for closed automobile bodies, 
a pair of upright pillars, window guides car 
ried by said pillars, a window glass in Said 

to permit the latter to be inserted into and 
removed from said guides at the top, and a 
trim header detachably secured to said door 
header and normally closing the upper ends 
of said guides, said trim header carrying a 
packing header to engage the upper edge of 

16. In a door for automobile bodies, a pair 
of metal pillars having inner flanges formed 
at their edges with integral offset lips, and 
an inside trim panel having its lateral edges 
inserted under said lips and secured in place 
thereby. 

17. In a door for closed automobile bodies, 
a pair of upright metal pillars, a metal panel 
connecting said pillars, window guides car 
ried by said pillars, a window glass in said 
guides, a trim panel, a belt trim molding se 
cured to said metal panel and having its 
lower edge overlying the upper edge of said 
trim panel to secure the latter in place at the 

70 
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guides, a door header permanently connect 
ing said pillars at the top and located out 
wardly of the plane of said guides and glass 

90 

95 
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top, and a weather strip carried by said mold ing and engaging said glass. 

i8. In a door for closed automobile bodies, 
a pair of upright metal pillars, a metal panel 
connecting said pillars, a trim panel, a bot 
tom molding secured to said metal panel and 
overlying the lower edge of said trim panel 
to secure the latter in place at the bottom, 
and a seal carried by said molding to engage 
the threshold. ' -- " - . 

19. In a door for closed automobile bodies, 
a pair of metal pillars having inner flanges 
formed at their edges with lips, a metal panel connecting said flanges, a trim panel having 
its lateral edges engaged and secured in place 
by said lips, a belt trim molding secured to 

O 
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said metal panel and having its lower edge 
overlying the upper edge of said trim panel . . . 
to secure the latter in place at the top, and 
a bottom molding secured to said metal panel 
and overlying the lower edge of said trim 
panel to secure said trim panel in place at 
the bottom. . . . . 
In testimony whereof I afik my signature. 

MILLARD H. TONCRAY,. 
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